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Resistance Leader Expounds Passive Philosophy
By GEORGE McLEAN

er Joan Baez, gave a well-delivered 40-minute speech notaGarbed in black sweater, ble for its few indications of a
jeans and well-traveled boots, lack of pure spontaneity.
David Harris expounded his
Early next year Harris willbe
philosophy of passive resistance required to begin serving
a
to an audience of about 200 Se- three-year prison term for his
attle University students yester- draft resistence activities. He
day in the library auditorium.
said that he did not relish being
Although the speaker was os- away from his "real groovy
tensibly addressing himself to wife" for that long.
young men approaching draft
"A draft card is some man's
age and those already subject
to the draft, his listeners includ- death warrant," said Harris,
"No longer will Ibend my back
ed nearly 40 women.
so that death can step into the
Harris organizer of draft re- saddle! Each of us must desistors, and husband of folk-sing- cide what we owe allegiance to;

it is not to a piece of cloth or
a group— it is to people," explained Harris, "We must work
for the day when the words 'oppressor' and 'oppressed' disappear from our languages."
"When in Seattle, do Seattle—
when in jail, do jail," he added
in reference to his pending jail
term and his avowed determination to continue his crusade from
within the walls of a federal pri-

son.
Harris advised S.U. students
to "live out of your hip pocket.
It's not where you are, but who
you are."
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Protester 'Pops' Off
At Senate Meeting

ested students could deal. One
senator asked him about the
bills Sunday night at Marycrest maximum number of particicafeteria while one student pro- pants for the conference. Evered
tested the group's actions by remarked that he was not worpassing out lollipopsto the spec- ried about maximums since
tators. The 90-minute meeting only 21 people had signed up to
which was convened at Mary- take part.
The appointments of Ann Locrest to encourage freshmen to
learn about the workings of the gan as sophomore class secresenate, drew five frosh onlook- tary and Myra Bisio as secretary of the junior class were ratiers.
THE SENATORS were grap- fied without dispute. The senapling with a highly complicated tors also agreed to establish a
bill, when mustachioed sopho- committee to work with the S.U.
more George Irwin passed out plant manager toward improvement of campus facilities, inhis gifts to the spectators.
"I did it to show my utter cluding parking lots.
contempt for the senate," he
A GREAT deal more controsaid. "They're a bunch of lolli- versy
arose over a bill to have
pops."
ASSU officers submit monthly
In spite of the poor turnout of reports
of their actions to the
freshmen and the candied heckling by Irwin the senators strug- senate. The senators passed the
gled to take constructive action. bill by a large majority.
Senator John Graves' proposal
At the beginning of the meeting
they discussed with ASSU Sec- to limit the number of dances
retary Mary Jo Logan plans to to one per weekend brought anhave senators staff the ASSU of- other division of opinion. Graves
fice during mornings. Their aim pointed out that three clubs lost
$400 by sponsoring
is to have the office open all a total of
dances
that
were poorly attendday in order to add to coned and then showed that overvenience for the students.
LEADERSHIP Conference Co- scheduling had dulled students'
chairman Dan Evered discussed appetites for dancing.
preparations for the upcoming
SECOND Vice-president John
workshop,saying he had in mind Petrie, who is in charge of
(Continued on page 2)
100 separate issues which interBy RICK LaBELLE

The student senatepassed four

Fashion Editor

Seattle. Washington, Wednesday, Oct. 16, 1968

Highest Award:

Aegis Wins 'All-Catholic Rating
The 1968 publication of S.U.s
yearbook, the Aegis, has been
awarded an "All-Catholic" rating by the Catholic School Press
Association in its annual judging
of college and university yearbooks.
The current edition of the
Aegis, edited by Carol Mukasa,
was credited with 825 points out
of a possible total of 1000. The
"All-Catholic" rating is the highest general rating awarded by
the Catholic School Press Association. It is only surpassed by
the special award, "Publication
of Distinction," which is given
annually to the top ratedbook in
the United States. The 1966 Aegis
was a "Publication of Distinction" winner.
Judges awardedthe 1968 Aegis
an "excellent" rating in the
areas of general characteristics
editorial content, artwork and
illustrations, and cover and end
sheets. The Aegis received no
lower than a "good" rating in
any category of competition.
"Good" ratings for the book
were awarded for photography
as well as typography and
makeup.
The critics were particularly
pleased with the informal poses
of university executives and
deans. They said, "It's a pleas-

to Speak Monday

By Patty Hollinger
June Wier, fashion editor of
Women's Wear Daily, will make
her first public appearance ever
Monday, 10 a.m. inPigott Auditorium. All women students have
been excused from classes for
her lecture.
Miss Wier will present a forum
on "World Fashions and the College Student." She is sponsored
by AWS.
She will present a slide show
covering collegiate fashions
from around the world. Miss
Wier will also present interviews
on fashion personalities picked
through a survey of S.U. coeds.
All fashions shown will be geared for college and within the college budget.

JUNE WIER
THROUGH the efforts of John
Doyle Bishop, owner of a lead- terer, S.J., University President.
ingNorthwest fashion house, and Miss Wier is coming from New
of the Very Rev. John A. Fit- York solely to appear for S.U.

No. 5

<9*>to

Her appearance is a step in Fr.
Fitterer's program to bring students to more of an awareness
of the outside world through
speakers.
In a letter explainingher job
and background Miss Wier said
she considered her fashion editorship of W.W.D., "the gem job
of the fashion world." "There is
no other publicationin the U.S.A.
or Europe that covers fashion so

fast, so internationally and so
daily." She described W.W.D.,
with its circulation of 75,000, as
covering "the fashion establishment around the world."
W.W.D. is probably bestknown
to those not in the "fashion
know" as the magazine who
published a sketch of Luci Johnson's wedding dress in advance
of the White House release date.
This is the first time Fairchild
Publications has allowed a representative to speak publicly.

THE WINNER: John Sammons, editor of this year's
Aegis, congratulates Carol Mukasa, who was editor of
last year's award winning Aegis. The theme of the 196768 year book was "The University and the Urban Crisis."
ant relief from the formal, posed
shots one so often finds in annuals." The judges were also
impressed with the artwork. In
addition to awarding the Aegis
a perfect 150 points in this category, they commented, "You'll
have to go far to equal or surThe cast for Orestes, by Euripass the artwork in your '68
pides, the first productionat the
publication!"
Teatro Inigo this fall, has been
announced by Mr. William Dore,
director. Playing the title role
of Orestes is Kevin O'Hara and
Tanya Fette assumes the role
of his sister, Electra.
The annual A Phi 0 blood
Others in the cast include Julie
drive willbegin next Monday in Saltarelli, David Friedt, Tom
Jones, Ken Kurtenbach, CaroBellarmine Hall.
lyn Wright, John Selig, Chris
Donors may sign up daily in Davis,
Linda DuMond, Bill Howthe Chieftain and the Library ard, Larry
Sherman, Lawrence
between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. and O'Connell, Art Latterell,
Colleen
at Campion, Bellarmine and Egger, Shelley Dowell, Cathy
Marycrest in the evenings.
Kettrick and Dianne Bye. Sue
Mike Lawson, chairman of the Rees is Company and Stage
drive, said, "This worthwhile Manager.
community service can succeed
The play opens November 14
only with the participationof the and continues November 15, 16,
entire student body."
20-23.

Dore Picks

Orestes
Players

A Phi O's Draw
Blood Monday

New Spec Phones Listed
Listed below are new Spectator telephonenumbers. Numbers followed by an asterisk are temporary and will be reassigned on completionof the newsroom under construction.
To reach the Spectator from:
Campion or Marycrest
dial 84, then extension.
dial 4, then extension.
Bellarmine
dial extension only.
Other campus phones
Off-campus
dial EA 3-9400, ask for extension.
For fastest service, ask for the correct extension, rather
than "The Spectator."
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Theologian will speak:

Silver Scroll Pledges Seven
Moss of Holy Spirit Held Today New Scholarly Members

"Creativity and the Catholic as a specific aid to promoting
University" will be the subject creativity in the Catholic uniof the sermon to be given by versity.
Celebrant of the mass, an anFr. Peter Chirico, S.S., at the
nual
event held to "invoke divine
Mass of the Holy Spirit this blessings" on the academicyear,
morning.
will be Fr. Robert Bradley, S.J.,
Fr. Chirico, a member of the Dean of the College of Arts and
Society of St. Sulpice, is a pro- Sciences. Fr. Patrick O'Leary,
fessor of dogmatic theology at S.J., theology instructor, will be
St. Thomas Seminary, the major deacon. Fr. Albert Haven, S.J.,
seminary for the Archdiocese of will be subdeacon.
Seattle. A recognized Northwest
ecumenist, he was a former pubFR. ARTHUR EARL, S.J., aclic accountant before entering countingprofessor, and
Fr.Paul
the priesthood.
Luger, S.J., research assistant
FR. CHIRICO will stress areas professor, will be chaplains to
within the Catholic communityin The Most Rev. Thomas Gill, vicwhich he believes creativity is
needed, with special emphasis on ar general of the Archdiocese of
creativity inresponse to the offi- Seattle, who will be present in
cial teaching of the church, and the sanctuary.
response to new unanswered
Faculty and administration
problems.
will march into the cathedral in
He will stress a "reinvigora- academic robes at 10:15 a.m.,
tion" of the function of theology followed by the seniors, who, for

*

the first time, are not required
to be robed.
Dr. Walter Carmody, professor emeritus, will carry the University mace at the head of the
procession. He will be followed
by Dr. Joseph Gallucci, chairman of the fine arts department,
the grand marshal.

FOLLOWING will be the university faculty, the assistant
grand marshal, Fr. James Powers, S.J., assistant professor of
English, and the university administration.
Immediately preceding the
class of 1969 will be the Very
Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J.,
president of S.U.
"The Mass in Honor of St.
Louis, King of France" will be
sung by the 53-voice S.U. Chorus, under the direction of Roland G. Wyatt, assistant professor of music.

Fr. Lemieux Notes Concern and
Awareness As Campus Changes
"Academic seriousness" and
"student concern" were some of
the change Father A. A. Lemieux, S.J., former president of
S.U., has noticed since his return as assistant director in university development.
"The campus is as friendly as
ever," said Fr. Lemieux, "and
there is more student involvement in urban and community
problems."
Fr. Lemieux, who became
president of S.U. in 1948, left the
campus in 1965 to attend an international Jesuit meeting in
Rome. He then studied theology
under Fr. Bernard Cook at Marquette in hopes of teaching at a
later date. Later he became director of scholastic affairs at
St. Michael's College.
In talking about S.U.s finanFATHER A.A. LEMIEUX
cial problems,Fr. Lemieux said
in today's age universities like support must come entirely from
Yale, Harvard and Columbia, outside sources, is beginning to
which have huge endowments, at last reap the financial reare feeling the financial "pinch." wards from its alumni who are
"S.U." he said, whose financial now in positions to give aid."

Pom Poms

Anounced
Twenty-two S.U. coeds have
been named members of the
newlyestablished PomPom drill
team. Thenames were anounced

by Ann Jefferson, student ad-

visor.
The new members are: Debbie Campbell, Vicki Delau-

renti, Joanie Dellwo, Jacque
Harkins, Penni Isaminger, Susan Krell, Melody MacKenzie,
Marianne McGuiness, Nancy
Mudd, Theresa O'Brien, Jeanie
Parent, Jeanne Reichow, Kathy
Rommelle, Mogi Shearer, Carolyn Sullivan, Judy Uric and Jan

Wyman. Alternates are Rossie

Chin, Pat Graaff, Mary Horan,

Sheila Jackson and Candy
Young.
The girls were selected by a
committee consisting of Assistant Dean of Women, Miss Dona
MacDonald; Tim Davis, representing Spirits; Karen Giuliani
and Judy Lindwall,members of
the organizing group; and Ann
Logan and Kay Thomas.
Also helping in the team's organization were Mary Dodds
and Karen Reynolds.Faculty ad-

visor will be Miss MacDonald,
with Ann Jefferson serving as
student advisor.
Election of officers is on the
agenda for their first meeting,
to be held at 8 p.m. tonight in
the Bellarmine Snack Bar.

"The University Development
Department, a service office under the president to serve faculty and students," he explained,
"has various objectives: to find
means to supplement S.U. finances, to keep tuition as low as
possible, to be alert to important
things or events which may affect S.U., and to grasp tools and
resources in order to better

S.U."
"The purpose of 5.U.," he continued, "is to serve about 60%

Senate Approves Appointments

(Continued from Page 1)
local and 40% outside students,
social life, said that he
campus
so as to create a diversified atsupported
the proposal because
mosphere.
it offered him the opportunity to
Fr. Lemieux would like to see curtail the overscheduling. But
S.U. remain at its present size publicity Director Paul Seely opof about four to five thousand posed the bill on the grounds
so as to continue its "close" type that competition is healthy for
of atmosphere.
the clubs. His opinion was that

the sponsors' downfall was not
overscheduling but lack of novelty and poor promotion.
The senators, some of whom
belong to the organizations
which have lost money, voted
unanimously to restrict the number of dances.

ROTC Awards Given To Cadets

The S.U. ROTC heldits awards
awards ceremony on October 9.
Gold Fourrage, Academic
Achievement Awards and Distinguished Military Student awards
were presented.
Three cadets were presented
In an open letter to all students, Paul Seely, A.S.S.U. Pub- the Gold Fourrage. This award
licity Director, said that any is presented to the cadetin each
more abuses of publicity equip- class who compiles the highest
ment may lead to suspension of academic grade for the quarter.
publicity rights of all clubs un- Those honored were Rune E. J.
Simard, Mark Rogols and Richder A.S.S.U.
ard F. Holmes.
"This is not a threat," he said,
"just a request to adhere to cerCOLONEL ROBINSON pretain prescribed policies." He sented the Academic Achievelisted the following abuses: 1) ment Awardto those cadets who
takingsigns downbefore expira- were in the top ten percent of

Club Publicity
Heads Warned

tion date 2) taking down tripods
that are in use 3) failure to remove out-dated publicity and 4)
failure to procure proper authorization of publicity.

SCROLL WINNERS: S.U. Coeds named to the Silver
Scroll honor society were (seated, from left) Flo Semple,
Kathy Moriarity, Mary Connolly (standing), Kathy Donahue, Margie Gaffney, Barbara Franciscovich, and Liz
Martinez.
Silver Scroll, oldest campus and Barbara Franciscovich 3.2,
honorary for junior and senior a physical education major.
women has announced its choice Junior pledges are: Mary Conof pledges for the school year. nolly 3.3, nursing; Margie GafNew members will be inducted fney, 3.6, English education;"
at the club's tolo, November 15. Kathy
Moriarity 3.5, sociology,
Senior Scroll pledges are: Flo
Sempel 3.04, Kathy Donahue, and Liz Martinez 3.93, political
3.23, both in English-education; science.

Norman C. Matson, Mitchael J.
Nillet, Lawrence S. Naehr and
Philip G. Roppo.
Michael L. O'Leary, James T.
Rosell, Michael W. Fay, John M.
Leland, Michael W. Dunegan,
M. Demman, Robert G. Santillian, Clarence C. Kwock, Russell
M. Tomita andWilliam J. Douglas.
The Distinguished Military
Student Award was presented to
24 seniors who were recognized
for their outstanding performance at the 6thU.S. Army ROTC
summer camp.

to any cadet in ROTC program.
Colonel John L. Robinson, Professor of Military Science at
S.U. also presented theseawards
at the ceremony.
The cadets receiving this
award were Brian M. Gurry,
Patrick J. Layman, James E.
McCurdy, Thomas F. Robinson,
Philip G. Roppo, Rune E.J. Simard, Michael C. Tronquet, Louis
C. Kheriaty, Robert B. Marte'l,
Michael J. O'Leary, George S.
Meno, Richard T. Green and

John W. Leland.
Michael W. Dunegan, Peter J.
Monaham, David N. Hoogerwerf, James W. Swain, Joseph
their class academically.Those
TO QUALIFY for the DMS R. Tompkinson, John W. Kane,
receiving the award were: An- Award, each man must finish Robert S. Peiser, Butch W.
drew H. Bjorklund, Kenneth L. in the top one third of his pla- Leonardson, John F. Miller,
Dobson, Kevin P. Dolan, Dennis toon at Summer Camp. This Larry J. Tamashiro and William

.

R. Fortney, Patrick J. Layman,

PHOTOGRAPHS BY

award is the highest presented

J. Douglas.

Cellar
W*t
®ttobtvlt&t
— 8:30- I1:30

Wednesday Evening
HAS MOVED TO

the PHOTOGRAPHY CENTER
4718'/2 UNIVERSITY WAY N.E.
PHONE LA 3-2403
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Between Medison & Union on 14th
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In Pursuit of Knowledge

A-a-a-a-augh!

SOME of the more unique
attitudes of concentration
(or lack of same) practiced
by the inmates of S.U.s
hall of wisdom, the A. A.
Lemieux Library, are re-,
vealed here by the camera
of The Spectator's Don
Conrard. Study positions
range from ennui, above
left, to total oblivion,below
left.

Ah,

"If Isqueeze hard enough

The osmosis technique

.. ."

solitude!

Elementary Yoga

Two heads are better than

...
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Lyric's Witty' Rated Mediocre
By

ROBERT CUMBOW

James Thurber's widely read
short story, "The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty," is at worst a
marvelously entertaining piece
of work, and at best a fairly successful effort at at least some
degree of psychological penetration. The musical comedy of the
same name, in attempting to enlarge upon the story and magnify both these aspects, fails.
Written by a committee (Book:
Joe Manchester; Lyrics: Earl
Shuman; Music: Leon Carr), the
play takes Thurber's Mitty, a
simple, aging man whose daydreams are the only brightness
in this otherwise dreary life,
and makes of him a persecuted
soul whose dreams become the
source of some sort of salvation for him. In his dreams appear people from his past who
urge him to throw off his mediocre job and nagging wife
and embrace independence. He
makes an effort to do so, but
this, too, is a dream. By the
end of the play the theater is
drenched in a shower of moralistic platitudes (a man must
have his dreams; a man must
have somewhere he belongs)
and sentimental cliches ("I just
want to go home, Agnes; take
me home").

through Oct. 27, Friday through
Sunday at 2115 sth Avenue) performs the play as well as possible under the circumstances.
Though at times hammy or overly self-conscious, the cast is generally quite good. Special attention must go to Natalie Fredeen
(Willa de Wisp, Mitty's cabaret
dream-girl) and Gina Citoli
(who, far from being a child,
still puts in an outstandingly
convincing portrayal of Mitty's
pre^een daughter). During most
of the play, the stage is entirely
theirs. Charles Carpp displays
tremendous polish onstage, but
is simply too strong, too forceful, too assertive to be the henpecked Mitty. Janet King has
her moments as his wife Agnes,
but is too often self-conscious.
The best and the worst that can
be said is that she reminds one
of Audrey Meadows on a bad
day.

THE DREAMS themselveslack
the subtle comedy of the visions
of glory in Thurber's story; they
become musical showpieces or
outright farce.
Most of the good scenes are
regrettably incidental to the plot.
Mitty's daughter rehearses a
dance number she is to perform
at a school recital. One of Mitty's dream-girlsperforms a cabaret number she wouldlike to do
THE PLAY'S FLOW is subin Paris. Three girls jilted by a
friend of Mitty's bemoan their stantially weakened by long
fate in a song and comedy num- pauses during change of scene,
ber at Harry's Bar. These three and extra-long blackouts due to
scenes are theatrically the high slow light work. The musical
points of the show, but they support, however, was consistseem "thrown in," virtually un- ently strong (Myrna C. Bay on
related to the plot development. piano, Dick Jensen on drums)
The Lyric Theater Company and provided one of the better
(which is performing "Mitty" features of the show.

"Mitty" is directed by Maury
R. Sheridan, who directed last
season's biggest success at the
Lyric, "Once Upon a Mattress."

His blocking and staging are
superb, as is his use of tableau.
Sheridan's ability as a director

is not to be questioned. But this AH. YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE. Larry Inman, the usually
time he simply didn'thave much camera-shy ASSU President, proudly displays one of the
to work with. Excepting a very more "personal" gifts during a recent baby shower. The
few high points, "The Secret
Life of Walter Mitty" is a mildly shower was held by the ASSU officers to honor Larry's
entertaining, mildly amusing, first child, heir apparent Daneka Inman, in the as-yet
unfinished Chieftain Coffee House.
mediocre play.

Hyinglessons.
Applyhere:
i

STH GREAT MONTH!

Kubrick provides the viewer
with the closest equivalent to
psychedelic experience this side
of hallucinogens r~Maggeazinc"A fantastic movie about man's
future! Anunprecedented psychedelic roller coaster of an ex
perience!
Kubricks 2001
is the ultimate trip!"-^r Scence
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That's right. You, too, can be a pilot.
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Well, whatelse? A pilot is the officer in charge
of a million dollars worth of high (lying, sophisticated supersonic equipment, isn't he?
Yes, and you'll wear a snappy blue officer's uniform, enjoy officer's pay and privileges. You'll
probably travel to exotic foreign lands, and have
a secure future in the biggest scientific and
research organization. World's biggest.
You'llbe whereallthe exciting SpaceAge breakthroughs are. Where it's happening. Now.Today.
Right now. This minute. The Air Force is the "now"
| place to be.
j If you yearn to fly and don't try the Aerospace
| Team, you'll miss your big chance,
let that be a lesson!
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Letters

we blew it
Well, we blew It.
Somehow, the first few weeks of the quarter were

stuffed with so many back-to-back dances and paidadmission events that all of them suffered from lack
of attendance.
WHILE the denizens of ASSU swivelchairs were busy
sending each other interoffice accusations, the student
senate put a temporary lid on the problem this week
by voting to restrict the number of events taking place
each week.
That's a start. But the real problem is larger, and
extends farther than scheduling.
THE ASSU second vice pirsident and the publicity
director should not be held totally responsible for the
debacle. Certainly
— they are responsible for scheduling
and promotion but they are also under pressure from
club sachems to be liberal with money-making "dates."
The real root of the problem lies in the half-baked
way in which the projects were conceived and executed.
What both club and ASSU officers seem to have forgotten is that entertainment promotion is big business.
If a dance or an entertainment event is produced and
promoted like a Kiwanis club social, it will lose money.
CONSIDER the product we have been seeing for the
past several weeks.
We shuffled around in a dark, damp, chilly gym
while a mediocre band blared tinny imbecility several
decibels above the pain threshold. Colored bulbs screwed
into the overhead lights provided "mood" and posters
at the door of each dorm served as "promotion."
Then the eager clubsters stood at the door, waiting
for the crowds that never showed, and wondered why.
DANCE organizers seem reluctant to "take the
plunge" in hiring quality entertainment and spending
money on promotion. The cheaper the band, the lower
the overhead, they reason, and the higher the profit.
This sort of wishful thinking leads them into an
ever-tightening spiral: cheap entertainment pulls fewer
paying customers, and an overall loss; an overall loss
means cheaper entertainment the next time. A club
which starts out to make money with a $150 budget will
only run itself, and its budget, into the ground.
SUCCESSFUL dance promotion, as professional promoters will testify, means taking a gamble with a large
amount of money. It means going in hock to buy a name
band. It means renting adequate facilities.
It also means adequate promotion,a subject we will
take up Friday.
But above all, it means thinking big. Painting another poster is not going to solve the problem.

Bookstore Inept
To the editor:
Though the chief function of a
"bookstore," presumably, is to
adequately stock and sell books,
there is considerable evidence to
suggest that this is misleading
when applied to the S.U. Bookstore.
By no means, however, do I
wish to criticize the sale of cookies, beer mugs, and other sun

to

the

struggle to arrive at the truth.

It makes me sad that on this

campus we have the same old,
old, story of a group who feel
that certain opinions are "dangerous", and should be suppressed. Both they and those who
resort to violence are dangerous
to freedom, and are not wanted
at an institution of learning. The

Political Union should be commended for its efforts.
Thomas Mitchell
(no relation to Mrs.

dries. Their removal would cerCharlene Mitchell
tainly invite violence on the part
of the student body. Of graver
concern is the appalling inattention given to restocking books and
ordering of new titles in political To the editor:
I'm not exactly sure how Ican
science, philosophy, literature, etc.
about writing this letter. Civil
Since fall, 1967, I would think go
rights
always been a touchy
it wildly optimistic to say that subjecthas
and
it seems to be getthan
five
six
new
more
or
titles
difficult to handle all
have been added, for example, to ting more Let
it be known that
the time.
political science or philosophy. my
letter is composed soley of
And it is only too clear that many
own views and is not to be
sold-out titles have not been re- my
construed as representing anyone
placed. Witness the many half
any faction other than myself.
empty shelves, thinly disguised orLast Friday,
Aaron Dixon spoke
by laying books flat on the
at S.U. He brought with him a
shelves for one or two days. Con- "political
philosophy." He exservatively, at least 30-40 per cent
plained
philosophy and the
more books could be added in the reasoninghis
behind it. The purpose
alloted space.
of this letter is to comment on
Iwas informed by a well qual- that philosophy.
bookstore
diified source that the
MR. DIXON told us that the
rector, Mrs. Weston, does not beBlack Panthers fight oppression.
stocking
lieve that
the book- He told us that the Negro of
shelves is economical. The logic modern America is oppressed and
of this pronouncementseems rath- that the Black Panthers were
er obscure. Assuredly, there are formed for the purpose of freeing
S.U. students who would rather those chains of oppression.
buy their books here than downIagree the black man today is
town or in the University district. oppressed. And the black manhas
Ispeak for others when I say always been oppressed because
that some S.U. students are rath- he is a minority, because those
er tired of this kind of ineptitude. of his race constitute 11 per cent
If there is a mysterious or super- of the population. Mr. Dixon told
natural reason for the barren us that the Negro wants to form
bookshelves, Itender my apology his own community. He told us
to any offended. Barring this un- to let the Negro form his own
likely possibility, prompt remedial community and the whites form
theirs, and then let them "get
action seems to be called for.
Richard
Schreiber
together." These two points seem
* ♥ *
to contradict each other, for how
can Negroes fight oppression
from whites while at the same
time shutting himself off from
To the editor:
those same whites?
It has always been my impresHow can the Negro cry out for
University,
sion that the idea of a
a program of de-segration and at
and the idea of free speech, is the same time advocate a probased on the belief that if enough gram of segration?
OVER ONE HUNDRED years
people hear enough opinions the
majority will arrive at the truth. ago, Abraham Lincoln said that
If dissent results, or arguments a nation divided against itself
occur then that is a sign of a must perish from this earth. And
whether that nation be a minority
of states or a minority of race,
the same still applies today.
Mr. Dixon told us that the "only
way to put down the gun is to pick
it up." In contrast, I maintain
that violence breeds more violence and if one picks up the gun
As Robert C. Barkney, contro- others will follow.
It seems to me that Mr. Dixon
versial lieutenant governor of
Kansas, reportedin an exclusive and the Black Panthers are in
Spectator interview: "Projects reality missing the entire point.
advocate violence. They
like this just might
— turn into a They
want political power and feel the
campaign issue like "Safety on only
way
get it is through the
our Streets,' and 'Christback in- barrel of atogun.
They see immedito Christmas.' Why not 'Tidiness ate benefits violence brings but
back in our Timber'?"
fail to realize the long-range ef-

Civil Rights

Touchy Subject

Hiyu Coolees Cart Garbage
From Snoqualmie National Forest
By PRISILLA PRUGSBY
This summer a group of approximately 20 Hiyu Coolees,
members of S.U.s hiking club,
took out of the woods what people who take to the woods usually don't take out of the woods.
Sixteen monstrous sacks of garbage were carted out of the Lake
Tallaput area in the Snoqualmie
National Forest.
Armed with plastic sacks, disinfectant and Sasquatch repellent, these custodians of the conifers, janitors of the jungle, removed strata of beer cans,
orange peels, candy wrappers
and Smokey the Bear posters.
It was "an experience in group
dynamics," and according to
Tom Mitchell, who really didn't
say this but it was too bad to
resist, "The group that sweeps
together, keeps together."

significance of this venture,
there was the obvious civic relevancy. Local conservative elements were impressed by this
public-spiritedenterpriseby concerned citizens; Federal Government has allotted funds for similar projects in the scenic Everglades

and the Himalayas.

fects.

One hundred years ago this nation fought one of the bloddiest
wars in history to end oppression.
But we still have oppression today. Violence did not work then
and it will not work now.
INSTEAD of waging a battle
of guns, the Negro must wage a
battle of minds. He must convince the white man that he is
his equal. But how does he do
this? It takes a long time, too
long a time to wipe out prejudice,

Now frolicksome birds can

sing their hymns to nature, and
violets can push their sleepy little heads up in the verdant
spring and greet the sun with
joy no longer suffocating beneath the trappings of society.
But aside from the aesthetic

TOM MITCHELL, president of the Hiyu Coolees. sits on

several sacks of garbage collected by members of the
hiking club. Two lake areas in the Snoqualmie Forest
were cleaned up by the club in mid-September.
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and the Negro knows this.
Put yourself in the Negro youth's
place. Look at the frustration he
experiences. Measure the prejudice he must fight. He tries to
find an answer for his problem,
but he can find no answer. He
waits for help, but no help comes.
Since 1787 the "Negro problem"
has been the biggest single domestic problem our country has
faced.

*

|| I

communist

I

editor

BUT THE problem remains unsolved. The Black Panthers open
an avenue of escape, an avenue
toward which the Negro may vent
his frustrations. As one colored
man phrased it: "when you don't
have anything, you don't have
anything to lose."
The Negro wants an answer for
his problems. The Black Panthers
provide an answer, not the right
answer, not really an acceptable
answer, but at least an answer.
Right now the young Negro feels
the Black Panther is the best answer he has. Until we provide him
with a better answer, we can
only expect the Black Panthers
to become stronger and more violent.

Dick McDermott
Junior
»

*

*

Italians Unite
To the editor:
In keeping with the general
trend at S.U. to have more and
more racially oriented clubs, like
the Black Student Union, and the
newly created Irish Club, Hawaiian Club, the Italians at S.U. are
proud to announce the formation of

an Italian Club.
Our club of course will be only
open to those who are of Italian
origin, and also of course, any
girls no matter what race, religion,
creed, etc.
According to founder, J.M., dues
will be one bottle of wine a week,
a spagetti dinner and/or a drive
in the country in a Massurati, Ferrari, or Alfa Romao. (Only the
I-talians of course will pay dues.)
For further information, write or
contact John Majors at EA 5-4893
(M.A.F.1.0.5.A.).

John Majors

Just Wondering
To the editor:
Iam writing in reference to the
letter to the editor by a Mr. Joe
Coveny and a Mr. Mike Scallon in
the Oct. 9 Spectator.
Will Mr. Coveny andMr. Scallon
accept responsibility for the "unchristian"activities that will result
from repression of ideas on serious problems within our society?
Ray Haigh

Escort Service
Available For
Coeds At Night

The A Phi 0 fraternity is once
again offering its escort service
on campus for Bellarmine girls.
Rick Gaspar. chairman of this
fraternity service, pointed out
that it will be in effect from Sunday through Thursday between
the hours of 8 p.m. to midnight.
The escort service will also
aid those girls who are within
reasonable walking distance of
campus. This year the escort
service began on October 1.
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SENIOR CRUISE
ABOARD THE VIRGINIA V

FLOPS AGAIN!

MUg(c WOULD
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"
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/

WQS

HAVE BEEN BY

KANSAS
STANDARD

$7.50 a couple

mix would hove
been provided

JUNIORS WERE INVITED
TICKETS WERE ON SALE IN THE CHIEF
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Practice Opens for Chiefs

SPORTS
Soccer Team Wins,
SPC Dumped 4-1

LOOK THIS WAY FELLOWS! Chieftain hoop
team for 1968-69 season and coaches are, left to

By DOUG SMITH
pass from Lucky DeLeo. Jim also
Playing perhaps the added the second goal five minbest game in their short utes later followinga cross-pass
"Easy" Ed Robinson.
soccer career the S.U. from
The third Chieftain goal was a
Chieftains rolled to a 4-1 clever back-footed goal by
victory over the SPC Falcons on Lukjanawicz following a wild
the rain-soaked field at Lower melayin front of the Falcon net.
Woodland Park Saturday.
In the second half Hoyer added
It was their third straight vic- his third goal on a shot from
tory over the Falcons in their 20 yards out on the left wing.
brief two-year rivalry.
The Chieftains assaulted the
Led by Jim Hoyer's "hat Falcon goalie with a flurry of
trick" of three goals and a spec- shots but were unable to penetacular back-footed goal by Ed trate for any more goals.
Lukjanawicz the Chiefs had it
808 WILDS played an outsewed up early in the second standing game in the goalbefore
half. Coach Hugh McArdle was being replaced by Harry Arnold
pleased with his team's ability with ten minutes left. The Falto control the ball and adapt to cons finally broke the ice with

Horn,

and Head Coach Bucky Buckwalter.Kneeling, Tom Little,Don Edwards, Glenn Davis, Jim
right standing, Jack Schalow, freshman coach;
Harris, Mike O'Brien. Willie Blue and Steve
Farmer manager. Not pictured Jim La Cour,
Bernie Simpson, assistant varsity coach; Sam
Pierce, Tom Giles, Jim Gardner, Dick Brenneassistant freshman coach,
the muddy conditions.
man, Bill Jones, Lou West, Mike Gilleran, Bob
(Spectator photoby Bob Kegel)
THE HUSTLING defense was
By BRIAN PARROTT
ing last year with a 19 point per team at season's end. In last led by Tom Yagle ("Yags") and
the halfback line of Joe ZavagFourteen not-so-little In- game average. He can score on season's 9 out of 10 winning lia,
Mike Carney and Steve
jumpers, has the speed to drive, Gardner was a most valudians took the floor of the long
Flynnkept the ball in the Chiefdrive and possesses great able team member.
S.U. gym yesterday as offi- strength in the hands and foretain offensive zone all afternoon.
cial practice openedfor the arms to give him excellent ball
AMONG THE other returning In fact, "Yags" even got off a
1968-69 Chieftain basketball control.
lettermen is Senior guard Mike couple of shots himself from his
season.
However the "little-bull" is O'Brien. Mike was a sparkp'ug fullback position.
Hoyer opened the scoring half
Varsity coaches Morris Buck- not just a shooter, he's a fine on the floor last year. Once into
magicalpassing
through the first period
way
playmaker
with
really
the
a
gamehe
tempo.
sets
Simpson,
waiter and Bern ic
from
left-wingposition on a
his
ability.
gives
Sam
Pierce at 64"
Coach
along with ex-Chief Jim LaCour
Buckwalter some flexibility to
as an aide, will run a series of
ALSO RETURNING is junior use Sam at either guard or forconditioning drills and exercises
Leapin
Lou West, the 63" jump- ward.
for the next week.
ing jack who led the team in
Pivotman Dick Brenneman
Intramural team managers
HEAD COACH Buckwalter reboundinglast year as a sopho- completes the list of return letand players are reminded
286
off
gathered
in
termen. Brenneman, one of two
greeted seven returning veter- more. Lou
that today is the day the fall
ans, two junior college transfer the boards last year despite his seniors on this year'ssquad, can
golf tournament is to be
weight.
of
West
was
ashook
lack
with
either
players
students and five
from
hand and at
played.
signed center-jump duties by 69" is the team's tallest memlast year's freshman team.
Play will begin at Ip.m.
Coach Buckwalter and on only ber. With defensive improveat
the Jefferson Golf Course
Heading the list of six return- two occasions was he outjumped ment he
could give the Chiefs
located on BeaconHillat 4101
ing lettermen is junior Tommy by men up to seven feet tall.
needed strength underneath the
Beacon South.
Little. This six-footer should be
Another Chief back for his basket.
one of the outstandingguards in junior year is Jim Gardner, 65"
the West this year.
center-forward. Gardner was the
Tommy led the team in scor- "most improved" man on the

a penalty kick by Mcl Scott with
eight minutes left and the game

already decided.
In the other conference game
this weekend the U.W. Huskies
opened with a 5-1 triumph over
the Chiefs' next opponent the
Western Washington Vikings in
a game played on the astroturf
at U.W. The Chiefs hit the road
for their next two games starting with Saturday's game in
Bellingham. Game time is 2 p.m.

Golf Tourney Today

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 1968-1969 VARSITY ROSTER
Number
34
30
20
5
42
32
50
10
52

Blue, Willie
*Brenneman, Dick
Davis, Glen
Edwards, Don
*Gardner, Jim
Giles, Tom
Gilleran, Mike

Harris, Jim

Horn, Bob
54 Jones, Bill
"Little,
Tom
12
24 *O'Brien, Mike
14 *Pierce, Sam
40 *West, Lou
(*) Letters Won

Class
Soph.

Senior
Soph.
Junior

Junior
Soph.
Soph.

Junior

Soph.
Junior

Ht.
63"
69"
6'l"
6'o"
66"
63"
66"
6'l"
64"
67"
6'o"

Junior
Senior 62"
Junior 64"
Junior 63

Wt.

Hometown

185
215

Tampa, Fla.
Santa Maria, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.
Denver, Colo.
Redlands, Cal.
GlenardenWoods, My.
Seattle, Wash.
Lakewood, Cal.

175
173
215
180

205

160
200
230
190
190

Mt. Lk. Terrace, Wn.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Oxnard, Cal.
Birmingham, Ala.
Washington, D.C.

175
210

Intramural News:

%

If you have not picked up
your starting time from Mr.
Koch in Pigott 501, Bob Vick,
intramural official, has the
list of times and will be at
Jefferson by 1 p.m.
Times have been staggered
to avoid serious injuries, Mr.
Koch said.

DON'T BE LEFT OUT !

AEGIS PICTURES ARE
BEING TAKENRIGHT NOW!

*

In the opening game Friday of more points were added on a
the 1968 Football Intramural safety.
The Forum topped the Party
schedule, the Trons defeated the
25
to 6. Paul Amorino connected
Smokey Joes 19 to 7. Doug HarNathe, Mike O'Leary
vey passed to Joe Feoretifor the with Don
for three
and
Mike
only
Smokey Joes'
touchdown. touchdowns,Tronquet
and scored the
Art Latterel connectedwith three
ten-yardrun.
touchdown passes, one each to fourth himself on apass to John
John McCarthy, Paul Pluth, and A George Meno
Monahan accounted for the ParRobert SantUlian.
ty's only touchdown.
Friday
second
game
The
saw
The Gazms stomped the Poi
the Chiefs smother the AKP's Pounders 26 to 0 as Steve Mc46 to 0. Quarterback Pat Mc- Coid completed two passes to
Laughlin completed two scoring Ed Mackey and one to Mike
passes to Tommy Traylor, one Lawson for touchdowns. Lawson
each toMike Maloney,Ed Perry also scored on a 60-yard pass
and CarlStinson, and scored two interception play.
touchdowns himself on 30- and
The Jefferson Street Tigers
50-yard runs.
bested the HoughtonBeach Club
On Sunday, the defending 8 to 0, and the Chambers defeatFootball Champion Nads dumped ed the CAPS by forfeit.
the 6th Floor 36 to 0. Steve Conklin and Clark Warren were the
INTRAMURAL
offensive standouts, and Bill
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Heckard, Wally Antoncinch, and
Friday October 18
Rick Lor enz were defensive 2:30 p.m.
Gazms vs. Party
standouts.
3:30 p.m. Poi Pounders vs.
The A Phi O's blastedthe Sons
Forum
of Palola 33 to 0. John Petrie
Sunday
October 20
scored on a 25-yard run and
9:00 a.m. Chiefs vs. Trons
completed a 30-yard pass to
Rich Scheirburg for another 10:00 a.m. AKP vs. Smokey
Joes
touchdown. Mike Stapleton returned a punt 75 yards to score, 11:00 a.m. 6th Floor vs.
Chambers
and scored again on a 45-yard
Dass interception play. Greg 12:30 p.m. CAPS vs. Nads
1:30 p.m. HBC vs. Jeff. St.
Martino ran back a 30-yard inTigers
terception for a touchdown. Two

SCHEDULE

Freshmen: Wednesday; Oct. 16
Sophomores: Thursday and Friday;Oct. 17 and 18
Juniors: Monday and Tuesday; Oct. 21 and 22
Seniors: Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday; Oct. 23-25

schedules conflicting with the picture schedule can
have their pictures taken on Oct. 21 and 22 from
3-6 p.m.

HELP MAKE THIS YEAR'S ANNUAL THE
BIGGEST AND BEST OF ALL!

KENNELL-ELLIS, INC.
ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHERS
"Where photography is still an art"
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Ben Cashman
To Lecture
On Dissent
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Classified
Help Wanted

—

SMOKE SIGNALS

Miscellaneous

WANTED: Circulation Manager. PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM SeleeSPECTATOR business office. Ext.
trie choice of type styles. Broad252.URGENT.
way district. Twyla Warren. EA
3-3244.

Today

Activities

Meetings

Political Union and AWS: Mrs.

Management Club: organizational meeting, p.m. in Xavier

Ben Cashman of S.U.s politi- FIGURE modal wanted: $25 an hour,
room.
12 hours a week. P.O. Box 1402
EXPERT typing: Papers and theses. conference
cal science department will deHawaiian Club: meeting, p.m.,
Everett.
PA
5-9285.
liver a lecture arguing against
3rd floor Pigott.
the philosophies of America's ex- WANTED: Christian Ski Instructor.
Gamma Sigma Phi: meeting, 7
TYPING— my home. Evenings. AT 4- p.m., Chieftain Lounge.
tremist groups Friday, at 10
Call Bey Jones, LA 3-8220.
7412.
a.m. in the library auditorium.
Tomorrow
The lecture will be on "Reform
VW's tuned-up at reasonable price.
For Rent
Meetings
or Revolution: a rebuttal to the
Evening. TU 5-0499.
~
"
Black Panthers and other dissiCreative Writers: meeting, 7:30
FURNISHED APTS.
bath
— callprivate
to 9 p.m., Xavier Conference
dents."
For Sale
save money
MA 2-2397 or
room.
The event is part of the
MA 2-8303.
Yacht Club: plans for sailing
ASSU's new program of weekly
CHEVROLET,
all stock. PA 5Saturday, 6:30 p.m. in Pigott 306.
speakers during the Friday free FURNISHED nice view, clean, I- 1937
6915. Needs paint and interior
Sigma Kappa Phi: all nursing
hour and is being prepared in
Good f"""'"? condition. students invited, 6:30 in Pigott
bedroom apartment, new drapes,
by

—

—

part

the student senators.

CASHMAN states that "I've
been concerned about (recent)
emphasis on violent revolution
and the need to destroy our established institutions." In the
speech he will opt for reform

heat and hot water included. $95.
1703 Harward Aye. Appointment.
Phone: AD 2-6881.

*»£__j

jy/Q s|
ightly used

305.

Firestone wide

ovals. G-70's. $37. EA 4-0838.

Law Club: charter meeting for
proposed Law Club, 8 p.m. in Library

room 108.

through governmental proce-

dure, and hopes to

demonstrate
that today's dissidents have not
really tried to effect reform
through normal channels.
Although he says that "I intend to take a few potshots at
all of them," Cashman is pre-

v

paring a specific rebuttal of
Aaron Dixon's speech of two
weeks ago. He believes that

Dixon and the Panthers are
making an undiluted appeal to
racism and separatism and feels
that this appeal must be refuted.

**is,o
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Yogel To Speak
Jerome Yogel, overseas program director for Operation
Crossroads, will speak tomorrow at 8 p.m. in 101 Thompson
Building U.W. campus.
Students or faculty who may
be interested in attending his
lecture or in meeting him,
should contact Father Louis
Sauvain, S.J., in Bellarmine 117,
ext. 126.
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Philip Ceds will speak about the
League of Women Voters and its
function in society, and how to
start a chapter at S.U. At 7:30 in
the library auditorium, with coffee hour following.

/

p I.

i

PRESIDENTIAL aspirants
and Wallace will also be treated in the
lecture. The political science inRockefeller, McCarthy

structor contends that all three
men failed to win adherents in
the major parties because they
tried to force the parties to shift
viewpoints and they failed to actually work within the party
structure.
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Giant
Poster
from any photo

Some decisions are relatively unimportant.
Where you put your engineering
talent to work is not.

2 ft.x 3 ft.
(S4.«S value)

*4ik

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-openopportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.

*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cut outfrom any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original materialreturned undamaged. Satisfaction

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Your degreecan bea
8.5., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL " AERONAUTICAL " ELECTRICAL " CHEMICAL " CIVIL "
"
"
"
" MATERIALS
MARINE " INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING PHYSICS CHEMISTRY METALLURGY
"
"
"
"
"
SCIENCE CERAMICS MATHEMATICS STATISTICS COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
SCIENCE " ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

guaranteed.

Get a

Swingline

Tot Stapler

(including1000 staples)
Larger size CUBDesk
Stapler only $1*69
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Unconditionallyguaranteed.
At any stationery,variety, or book store.
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LONG ISLAND

®

INC.

CITY,N.Y. 11101

Consult your college placement officer— or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

£1

m Pratt &Whitnev Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
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